
Handout 1.20, Anchoring Activities 
 

 
Option #1: Text Searching for Big Ideas:  

Did you know that the big ideas appear throughout Julius Caesar in subtle ways? Use 

your eagle eye to spot all the ways that Shakespeare has woven a complex tapestry of 

deep and meaningful themes. 

1. Find a complete, official text of Julius Caesar at 

http://shakespeare.mit.edu/julius_caesar/full.html and search for big ideas listed 

below.  

a. If you can’t find the word in the same form as listed below, search using 

other parts of speech (for example, coward or cowardly instead of 

cowardice or deceive for deception).  

b. Also identify at least four synonyms for each word (for example: with 

envy, try jealousy) and search using the synonyms. 

2. Use the Find function (control-F or command-F) to build a big ideas quotations 

bank and search all five acts. Identify  

a. the number of times the big idea appears, 

b. each quotation where the word appears in some form, 

c. and the act, scene, and verse numbers of the quotation.  

3. Tier 1 Challenge: Create key word bookmarks for your classmates that include the 

quotations’ locations (act number, scene number, and verse lines). 

4. Tier 2 Challenge: Make a symbolic map of the play that tracks the frequency of a 

word’s appearance by act and stage in the plot (exposition, rising action, climax, 
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falling action, denouement). Write a 200-word analysis that describes the 

importance of this big idea to the plot’s action.  

AMBITION  CONSPIRACY COWARDICE  DECEPTION  

ENVY   FATE   FRAILTY  GLORY 

HEROISM  HONOR  IDEALISM  LEADERSHIP 

LOVE   LOYALTY  MANHOOD  PATRIOTISM 

PERSUASION POWER  REALISM  REVENGE   

 

Option #2: News Connectors: Where in the World Is Julius Caesar? 

Julius Caesar has resonance for all ages of history. Find the connection between a play 

written in the late 1500s with today’s political events. 

1. Search at the following online periodicals and any others you are familiar with to 

find the following big ideas in the current events: ambition, conspiracy, loyalty, 

patriotism, deception, idealism, realism, and revenge.   

a. ABC News: http://abcnews.go.com 

b. MSNBC News: http://www.msnbc.msn.com 

c. CNN: http://www.cnn.com 

d. Fox News: http://www.foxnews.com 

e. Time Magazine: http://www.time.com/time 

f. Newsweek Magazine: http://www.newsweek.com 

g. The New York Times: http://www.nytimes.com 

h. The Washington Post: http://www.thewashingtonpost.com 
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2. Take paraphrased, academically honest notes and also include quotations with 

citations. 

3. Represent your findings in a compelling manner. Some ideas: 

a. Create an interactive, 3-D world map that would suit a museum display, 

called Julius Caesar in the News, showing where one big idea occurs 

simultaneously across several regions and/or continents.  

b. Create a blog or webpage in which you provide succinct, 100-word news 

analyses of each political event relating to Julius Caesar, followed by 

several links to various articles.   

Option #3: Shakespeak Lexicon 

It’s time that everyone spoke Shakespeare. Teach his language as if you run a foreign 

language class. 

1. Find the most common phrases that a speaker would need if they suddenly landed 

at the Globe Theater in 1590. Use the text of Julius Caesar and other sources 

available to you to build a dictionary of survival words, phrases, and sentences. 

2. Plan a series of lessons to ensure that learners master the language. Prepare scripts 

for role-plays, visually engaging flash cards, lively speaking drills, engaging 

songs, and any other strategies to create interactive lessons. 

3. Run a foreign language lesson for a group of peers or the whole class.  

 


